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Abstract: System administrators deal with security incidents via
a diffusion of video display units ,together with intrusion
detection structures, event logs, protection information and
occasion control systems. Monitors generate large volumes of
signals that crush the operations crew and make forensics timeingesting. Filtering is a consolidated method to reduce the
quantity of alerts. In spite of the number of filtering proposals,
few research have addressed the validation of filtering outcomes
in actual production datasets. This paper analyzes a number of
trendy filtering strategies which are used to cope with protection
datasets. We use 14 months of alerts generated in a SaaS Cloud.
Our analysis aims to measure and evaluate the reduction of the
alerts quantity obtained by using the filters. The evaluation
highlights professionals and cons of each clear out and presents
insights into the sensible implications of filtering as affected by
the characteristic of a dataset. We supplement the analysis with a
way to validate the output of a filter out in absence of ground
truth, i.e., the expertise of the incidents took place in the machine
on the time the alerts had been generated. The analysis addresses
blacklist, conceptual clustering and by test strategies, and our
filtering notion based totally on term weighting.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the ever growing integration of digital nonlinear signal
processing as used in our everyday world, the acceptance of this
new technology should be readily accepted by the main stream.
This technology is being used in applications in the everyday
world in ways such as microwave technology, cellular
technology, heart monitors, mind checks and ultracloud
screenings, MRI examines ECG/EKG filters, EEG outputs, and
high recurrence surgical tools. The MRI examine or the attractive
reverberation imaging check utilizes attraction alongside radio
waves and a nonlinear PC preparing project to paint a picture of
the inward state of the human body. High frequency scalpels
which are used to make precise incisions in the skin, X-beam
imaging gadgets that peer inside the body utilizing high
recurrence to demonstrate the inner state of the human body and
also different things utilizing a system that includes making a
concentrated light emission and crushing them into some kind of
metal film. The aftereffect of that crash between the metallic film
and the very charged electrons is a grouping of high-vitality
electromagnetic radiation. This radiation is what is typically
named X-beams. Alongside the sheet of metallic film, a moment
sheet fills in as a channel that keeps the shaft from diffusing or
making the picture delivered by the activity, foggy or generally

hard to see. As the picture shows up, the segments of the body
that contain metals, for example, calcium enhanced bones will
seem plot. Other mineral stores help to distinguish the nearness
of developments, for example, tumors and furthermore recognize
softens up the bones or remote questions in the body, for
example, cut cutting edges or slugs. In a few examples, the
patient may ingest what is referred to as a differentiating
operator, for example, barium or iodine that makes the nearness
of veins and supply routes and organs seem all the more
noticeably on the X-beam.Positron Emission Tomography (PET)
is an intense imaging strategy, it is a non-intrusive test. PET
outputs precisely picture the cell capacity of the human body.
The PET (Positron Emission Tomography) and CT (Computed
Tomography) filters are both standard imaging instruments that
doctors use to pinpoint infection states in the body. A PET sweep
demonstrates the organic capacity of the body before anatomical
changes happen, while the CT check gives data about the body's
life systems, for example, size, shape and area. By joining these
two filtering innovations, a PET/CT check empowers doctors to
all the more precisely analyze and recognize tumor, coronary
illness and mind issue with analytical processes using the
application of CLOUD to analytical methods. ECG/EKG or the
electrocardiogram are used to record and analyze the electrical
condition and wave patterns of the heart, EEG or
electroencephalograph that is used to give a measurement of the
brains electrical activity, ultrasonic imaging is another
application of high frequency nonlinear signal processing used to
gain a picture of the internal organs and systems of the body.
Then there is GSR monitoring or galvanic skin resistance
monitoring most commonly used in the infamous lie detector. We
as a general public are OK with the utilization of equipment and
programming based explanatory projects for human natural and
hormonal framework examination like the previously mentioned
applications. Fire spectra, curve spectra, mass spectrometry, gas
chromatography, light assimilation and diffraction, visual and
neurological flag handling programs are additionally
acknowledged uses of CLOUD investigation techniques. These
are only a couple of the effective uses of nonlinear flag
investigation on the planet on the loose.The utilization and use of
CLOUD or (computerized flag handling) as a regarded and
acknowledged philosophy of nonlinear PC improved advanced
flag investigation of the human natural
and hormonal
frameworks, has been developing increasingly with the
presentation of new innovations.
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With a speculative view of the new CLOUD methodologies and
applications, they have not yet become the norm and accepted
means of testing in all aspects of analysis of the biological and
hormonal systems that it will eventually become. Still devices
such as the harmonic scalpel are used applying new wave
technology and are readily accepted by the main stream medical
community.
II.

CLOUD APPLICATION AND COMPARISONS

The use of CLOUD opens doors for information gathering far
beyond the reach of ASP (analog signal processing) or methods
that have now became antiquated. This is due to the ability of
CLOUD methods to turn all information into mathematical
algorithms that can be used for analysis of Waveforms and
compiled data with the highest degree of accuracy and
consistency. (Kronenburger & Sebeson, 2008) This method is
enhanced by the use of computer software to do the calculation
and statistical analysis and analytical comparisons. Like in the
use of engineered biological systems or quantum computing and
the use of the Bose-Einstein condensates or other application that
are far beyond the Contemporary imagination and use of such
technology.
III. PROPOSED SYSTEM
If a bold statement may be made, the problem that presents itself
is that skeptics usually do not have an understanding of the
existing technology, let alone its application and interpretation.
Another problem is with the application of technology to new
ideas and methodologies that looks at a standard set of problems
from a totally new perspective or different view from the norm.
In order to create acceptance and confidence in new
technologies, especially when used in a diagnostic and or
previously nonexistent application to the human biological and
stress hormonal systems. There is no prescribed methodology
applied across the board to gain acceptance and approval from
the established hierarchy in the medical system. There is an
application process but technically there is not an approval for
class 1 and class 2 medical devices to be sold in the US, only a
clearance for sale of the devices for new or emerging
technologies. To be approved a predicate device is identified and
then the FDA issues a clearance for the device to be sold. The
common practice is for developers to apply for clearance based
on preexisting equipment. This is If your device is either class I
or II or if it is class III and can be considered "substantially
equivalent" to a device approved before May 28, 1976, then it
can be approved via a pre-market notification (also called at
510(k)). In his paper about gaining medical acceptance for a new
technology, Dr. Carter discusses another strategy for detoxifying
the human body. He closes with the contradiction of Dr. Joseph
Lister; a notable case of the therapeutic group turning without
anyone else in light of the fact that the utilization of mechanical
advances that took a gander at an issue from an alternate and
eccentric perspective. This is a portion from a paper composed

by James P. Carter, MD; Dr PH. Dr. Carter is Professor and
Head, of the Nutrition Section, Tulane University School of
Public Health and Tropical Medicine, New Orleans, Louisiana
"A synopsis of therapeutic legislative issues, turf battles between
restorative fortes, and the medicinal financial matters of Oral
chelation treatment is displayed to answer the inquiry, "If Oral
chelation treatment is so great, why is it not all the more
generally acknowledged?" Most individuals, including doctors,
don't know about the restorative governmental issues, lawful
intrigues and monetary authorizations that secretly control the act
of solution in the United States. A doctor who presents a creative
and nontraditional kind of treatment frequently turns into the
objective of those powers. That is particularly valid if another
treatment, similar to oral chelation: 1) includes a noteworthy
move in the logical worldview; 2) If acknowledgment of the new
treatment some way or another suggests that at present utilized
restorative practices are wrong; or 3) If the new treatment
undermines the budgetary prosperity of a politically effective and
settled branch of the therapeutic calling. " This same attitude that
was connected to Dr. Lister has not vanished with time and
training. This is a hindrance to overcome with the utilization of
vocal examination and symphonious help. With the consistently
broadening acknowledgment of nontraditional treatments like
music treatment, hyperbaric oxygen treatment and nonlinear
advanced flag investigation connected to help in the mending and
physical recuperation of the human natural framework. The
essential instruments are set up to achieve a general
acknowledgment of Bio – resounding consonant help and cloud
treatment. The treatment utilizes innovation that applies building
principals and testing, with correlations with known outcomes. A
FFT is utilized to break down an example of a man's voice
recording. Numerous points of interest are picked up by this
procedure. We as a society use this technology more and more
every day. Voice recognition systems, vocal dialing on the cell
phone are some wide spread application to name a few. Fourier
analysis is a way to use formulas to describe a cloud wave or
voice wave. Fourier analysis will let us describe any wave type
as a mathematical algorithm. Even that of a single vowel clouds
as long as the wave repeats itself no matter how complicated or
small. Once this process has been applied to a voice cloud and
the patterns can be plotted on a graph we can look at the wave
information gained and start the analytical process. Although the
Fourier transform is the main method of gaining information at
this time it gives a one dimensional graphing of the results. There
are three different techniques that have specific applications
while doing sign or voice examination and they are the Laplace
change, the Mellin change, and Z-change. Be that as it may, an
alternate perspective and distinctive trademark issues are related
with every one of these four noteworthy basic changes. In any
case, it is my goal to utilize these in an interpolative, agreeable
and near way and acquire a three Dimensional perspective of
vocal data for a more entire and nitty gritty examination of voice
designs and organic framework investigation. The utilization of
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the Fourier change has been being utilized now for more than
fifteen years in an exploration and investigation of kids with
extreme introvertedness and in dissecting all way of brokenness
in the human natural and stress hormonal frameworks.
The result of the voice analysis has lead to many improvements
to the treatment and analysis of the particulars of clients involved
in the individual cases. With the application of CLOUD using the
FFT and other digital signal processing methods to analysis voice
information a new era of analysis will come to the forefront of
diagnostic tools. This project hopes to give light to the
developing method of analysis and new software that Full
Spectrum Cloud is developing for use in Bio-Resonant Harmonic
support and cloud therapy.
The software will be used to do studies and correlation between
dynamic vocal patterns of clients with normal condition, and the
group of clients who have a disorder of some sort.
The disorder may not be just vocal abnormalities but other
conditions. These will be compared to a control group of clients
who do not have any conditions. A database of conditions and
symptoms will be built to do comparisons of groups of similar
disorders and condition.
IV. AUTOMATION
At that point a simulated savvy or (robotization) that gains from
past voice prints will take a gander at reoccurring marvel and
irregularities and do database correlations. For instance if a voice
print or (recording) is done and handled by the product and the
FFT demonstrates an anomaly at specific frequencies, DB levels
and plentifulness, that isn't steady with known frequencies and
amplitudes and db levels of similar comparative substances that
have been categorized and measured to be in the human
biological system. An alert will be given so that the irregularity
can be marked and identified for exact testing and measurement.
Although the software will be noninvasive it will help to monitor
any such irregularities by application of CLOUD markers and
database categorizations of anomalies. Comparative database
information has been in existence for a long time, with frequency
charts and wave length measurements and specific molecular
information given in books such as, but not limited to “The Hand
Book of Chemistry and Physics College Edition” published by
The chemical Rubber Company from Cleveland Ohio. The Merk
Manual is also another source of information that gives the
molecular and atomic weight of any substances, college physics
and chemistry books also list the molecular qualities of
substances. Since the nuclear and atomic weights, fire and curve
spectra recurrence information, or gas chromatography, mass
spectrometry information can be utilized to discover recurrence
data. These informational indexes are an element of the
thunderous recurrence of all issue, these alongside wave length
diagrams and recurrence points of interest can be utilized to
discover particular resounding frequencies and utilized as a part
of symphonious help.

V. METHODS OF FINDING SPECIFIC FREQUENCIES
Numerous writings, for example, material science, science,
natural diagrams and essential research information can be
discovered recorded on the web and in basic breakdowns done by
scholastic foundations or research organizations. These get
imprinted in distributions managing the essential specifics. Once
the information of frequency measurements is put in to a
database and setup for query and match and cross match of
symptoms and conditions, a comparison of accepted analytical
methods can be made and the software can be adjusted and
calibrated to show correlations to known laboratory values.
Medical design technology and on line magazine, points out the
ability to use and apply the virtual design techniques and testing
procedures of new technology and developing technology, to the
performance of medical devices. The testing and development
stage has been drastically shortened due to this application of
virtual design and testing. The time to get the devices to market
with safer and more reliable service has been expedited.
Technology and CLOUD derived devices has come along and
revolutionized the whole medical equipment development
procedure. Such tasks are supported by the use of computer
simulation analysis, cad and virtual testing environments.
VI. HARMONIC SUPPORT
Once the measurement capabilities of the software are
established then the harmonic support mechanism can be brought
into the testing and verification stage. This is a strategy that
applies the physic central of constrained reverberation to the
human natural and stress hormonal frameworks. So what is
symphonious help? The characteristic frequencies of melodic
instruments are now and again alluded to as the Harmonics of the
instrument. An instrument can be constrained into vibrating at
one of its sounds (music as in one of its standing wave designs) if
another interconnected protest mixes vitality at one of those
frequencies. When one question (protest An) is vibrating at the
common recurrence of a moment protest or (protest B) if this
powers second protest into vibrational movement, this is known
as reverberation or constrained reverberation. When this occurs
energy is added to the original object or (objects B) and its
frequency or substance that has the induced frequency, it
becomes more molecularly excited. So all the substance that has
that particular frequency becomes excited at the molecular level
and the biological system begins to notice a difference. If the
substance has drifted off of its normal frequency range, the
forced resonance comes into play. By adding a stronger source of
vibrating energy to the original substance, the weaker frequency
will align with the stronger frequency, or whatever length of time
that it is in closeness to the characteristic recurrence of the
substance, this is constrained reverberation. This can likewise be
connected to the human organic framework. With the recurrence
perusing from the product, a guide recurrence can be acquired
and after that the technique for resounding or (reclouding) the
body can be utilized. This is finished with the utilization of a
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transducer that is much similar to a typical speaker, yet without
the cone to vibrate the air so no cloud can be heard only a
vibration at the predefined recurrence. The gadget is set on the
body so the vibration is felt by body through the skin and bones
and is directed all through the organic and hormonal framework.
This will exchange the vibration over, in and through the body by
means of the body's own arrangement of substance, bone and
liquids. This is a quantifiable and quantitative strategy with
correct recurrence estimations that can be connected to the
organic framework by methods for the transducer, or the
"Vibratrans unit" which is like utilizing ultra cloud strategies.
VII. PHYSCOLOGICAL RESPONSE TO CLOUD
The Physiological reaction to cloud has been estimated and
ordered in an exact technique since as right on time as 1900, and
1933 in truth the group of Fletcher and Munson utilized
unadulterated tone to test the reaction of the human condition to
din and measure human reaction to the apparent clamor of
recurrence. Later a moment group Robinson and Dadson had
exactly tried the human reaction to clamor and recurrence and
these tests have been built up as a global standard of (ISO/R 2261961). They asserted that the state of the normal hearing
recurrence reaction is controlled by the mechanical qualities of
the ear. We are minimum delicate to low frequencies. We are
most touchy in the 3 - 4 kHz area, relating with the main
reverberation of the ear waterway. The bones of the center ear
give enhancement around 1000 Hz. Of course, the vast majority
of our discourse happens in the area of most extreme hearing
affectability. AT&T discovered that the vast majority of the data
substance of our discourse is in the scope of 300 – 3000 Hz and
plans their hardware in like manner. The exploration by Robison
and Dadson claim to demonstrate reactions in heart rate, insight,
push factors and the human hearing extent and its subordinate
elements. The principle convergence of their exploration was on
the human hearing elements. We as people encounter mists from
our ears and additionally vibration through our bones and are
bound at low levels by the limit of hearing and at abnormal states
by the edge of agony. The Minimum Audible Field (MAF) is the
limit of hearing for youthful grown-ups with ordinary hearing.
MAF is the base cloud weight level at which a cloud is capable
of being heard with the two ears to an audience in a free field,
confronting the source. The edge of hearing demonstrates an
articulated variety of sufficiency with recurrence, right around 80
dB contrasts from 20 to 4000 Hz. At higher introduction levels,
this variety with recurrence decreases, i.e. the equivalent din
shapes wind up compliment. For instance, the 90 phon line
fluctuates just 40 dB. Above roughly 120 dB, the normal
audience will start to encounter physical uneasiness. At around
130 dB, contingent upon age and soundness of the hearing
instrument. The extensive movements of the ear drum and bone
chain will create some excitement of feeling or tickling. More
than 140 dB, the sensation is excruciating, and is suitably named
the limit of torment. Investigation like connection measurement

examination is fundamental. (Zhang and Jiang, 2007) As
indicated by the book "Who is Fourier, A Mathematical
Adventure". Composed by Transitional College of LEX and
Translated by Alan Gleason for the Language Research
Foundation of Boston " the FOURIER Mathematics arrangement
is an intense methods for breaking down Phenomena, for
example, light, cloud, vibration, and Heat conduction that appear
as wave vitality and wave development" ( wave innovation).
Words articulated by individuals are obviously a sort of cloud
wave they call attention to and along these lines can be
investigated utilizing the Fourier mathematic arrangement. For
instance the supported vocal cloud, for example, a vowel,
comprises of reiterations of the same wave pattern. Fourier
formulas come in handy when we wish to analyze the structure of
the clouds we would hear from a signal, this analysis would be
from a mathematics point of view. Furthermore the book points
out that there is a way to see the clouds of language as a series of
complex waves. And they point out that if clouds can be seen as
waveforms, then they could be measured as physical quantities.
In the studies that were undertaken at the college of LEX. In the
analysis of data the beginning of samples were taken on the
Japanese vowels AH EE UU EH OH as spoken by many
different individuals. It was found that no two people’s voices
displayed the same vowel distribution, yet a very clear pattern
began to emerge. (Transitional College of LEX, 1995, p. 17)
VIII. PROPOSED EVLAUTION
The ultimate project evaluation will take place over the next
three years with the submission of the software and hard ware to
the FDA in first Korea and then in The United States to US FDA
for product approval. The next step would be the implementation
into the health care system and social conciseness. First step of
evaluation is the completion of the beta version of the new
software called V.A.S.T. vocal analysis systems technologies.
After preliminary testing and calibration, the comparative testing
with laboratory results will take place. This will be followed by
the system software calibrations to match lab results. The
development and testing of the new hardware called the
“Vibratrans unit” for safe operation within the Underwriters
laboratory specifications for sale and marketing in the USA will
be taking place as of January 2009.
IX. CONCLUSION
It is in looking at each and every singular aspect of the topics and
then synthesizing these areas of arts and sciences together that
leads to the hypothesis of “Bio resonance harmonic support” as a
viable and complementary method to be use in a general
application of health diagnostics and supplemental health
support. The biggest obstacle to the bringing mass attention and
acceptability to the amalgamation of these areas under a heading
of Bio-Resonance harmonic support is not the proving of the
analytical methods by itself. We see this from the voice analysis
methods used on patients with disordered voices to gain
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biological information and direction to treat the biological
condition, the use of voice recognition systems and such
technologies. To prove the fact that the vibrational wave
technology is used to cause biological change in the human
biological system or the human stress hormonal systems weather
for lethal or non-lethal outcomes is not only an accepted fact but
one that is capitalized on, and is now in deployment in active
military conflicts by governments with a future view to
developing more and updating existing technologies using wave
and molecular excitation.
The obstacles seems to be, but not limited to
1) Reliable hardware and equipment
2) Updated software and support
3) Secondary test validation
4) Public education on the applicable technologies
5) Acceptable convention in application of new methodologies.
Other factors to be considered should be the specific rotation of
the atomic structure and the electrical characteristic as well as the
gravitational spin and other atomic and molecular aspects of
biological elements.
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